BoiaDeh

Short Bio
BoiaDeh is an instrumental band blending an energetic
approach to improvisation with more textural explorations of
sound. Realised as a fill-in for a last minute studio session, the
band continues to perpetuate that same feeling of trust and
intrigue that started it off.
For fans of: BBNG, Petter Eldh, Ben Wendel.

Media
BoiaDeh - Oppa - Live @ TivoliVredenburg
BoiaDeh - Hangman's Underpants - Live @
TivoliVredenburg

Lineup
Cosimo Gentili [saxophones] [website]
Andrew Moren [guitar] [instagram]
Dean Montanaro [e. bass] [website]
Pete Galea [drums] [instagram]

Contact
boiadehmusic@gmail.com

Long Bio
BoiaDeh: "Occasional exclamation of surprise (regional/slang, it’s a common interjection in Tuscany)".
BoiaDeh is the brainchild of four musicians with rather varied musical backgrounds. Having graduated in Jazz but also Pop/Contemporary, the band's sonic identity
draws on a shared passion towards improvisation, rhythmic interplay and vulnerability. Here at BoiaDeh we believe a space expedition is not successful until it comes
home. Such is our approach.
With all four members being composers in their own right, BoiaDeh has already gained experience recording at Abbey Road Institute as well as being selected for
the "Jazz Rookies" Programme at TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht. The band also has gig dates put in place for Spring/Summer 2022 in and around Rotterdam.
Originally created as a one-off project when a band dropped out of their studio session in Amsterdam, the band’s first steps were built on spontaneity and trust to
record brand new music with no prior rehearsal. From the resulting recordings came a drive to create and share improvisational music with high energy at its core.
The music that influences the band ranges from the current New York jazz scene, all the way to experimental metal bands and electronic music producers.
Approaching improvisation with a more modern tonal palette allows the band to explore themes and ideas that create a distinction between them and what is
happening around them.

